GeoClub Minutes – April 22, 2013

-Introduction

-GeoClub Presidential Election: Tom Hudgins’ term is coming to an end, and we offer our thanks to Tom for his service. Now a new (co)president must be chosen. The candidates are Ben Gebarski and Samantha Nemkin. Each candidate gives a speech, then voting begins. Joe El Adli counts the results.

-Thanks are given to all the donut volunteers and to vending machine person Ian Winklestern.

-GeoClub flasks: flasks have been ordered, so reserve yours now! They start arriving in the next couple of weeks. Estimated price should be between $12-15.

-Reminder to all grad students that annual review forms are due April 23rd.

-Ethan Hyland, outgoing community outreach representative, discusses science education seminars that will be offered through the museum in the fall. Participants will improve their science communication and public outreach skills.

-Petr Yakovlev: there are new color printers available on the 3rd and 4th floors of CCL that are available for grad students to use, whenever they start working.

-Voting results are in! The new GeoClub president is… Samantha Nemkin! Congratulations to Sam, and thanks to her and Ben for stepping up and to everyone who voted. Sam’s two year term begins in the summer or fall, when she will serve alongside incumbent GeoClub president Kate Volk.

-Ohio islands trip: the camping trip to Ohio was cancelled due to bad weather, so stay tuned for updates about rescheduling!

-Can’t wait for the fall to participate in GeoClub? If you have ideas for an activity over the summer, contact one of your many GeoClub presidents:
  Kate Volk (kevolk@umich.edu)
  Tom Hudgins (hudginst@umich.edu)
  Samantha Nemkin (srnemkin@umich.edu)

Have a great summer!